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Outline	  of	  Today	  

•  Con4nue	  with	  Chapter	  19	  
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Conductors	  
Conductors

Conductors are objects in which charges 
(electrons) can move freely through.

Examples of conductors are aluminum, 
tungsten, platinum, and most other metals.

If you put a charge on a small region of a 
conductor, the charge will distribute itself 
over the entire surface of the material.
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Grounding	  a	  Conductor	  Conductors
Once you have charged a conductor, how do 
discharge it (when you are done with your 
experiment)?

You use the fact that the Earth is a big 
reservoir for electrons (it can accept or give 
as many electrons as you want).

You need to make a pathway from the 
conductor to the Earth for the electrons to 
freely move.

This is called “grounding.”
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Insulators	  

•  Insulators	  are	  objects	  in	  which	  charges	  
(electrons)	  can	  NOT	  move	  freely.	  

•  Examples	  of	  insulators	  are	  glass,	  plas4c,	  
rubber,	  and	  wood.	  

•  Put	  charge	  on	  a	  small	  region	  of	  an	  insulator,	  
and	  that	  charge	  will	  remain	  in	  that	  region	  
rather	  than	  spreading	  across	  the	  object.	  
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Electric	  Force:	  Coulomb’s	  Law	  

•  C.	  Coulomb	  experimentally	  determined	  that	  
the	  magnitude	  of	  the	  electric	  force	  between	  
two	  point	  charges	  (q1	  and	  q2)	  separated	  by	  a	  
distance	  r	  is	  given	  by:	  

•  Where	  ke	  is	  the	  propor4onality	  constant	  with	  
value:	  ke	  =	  8.99x109	  N	  m2/C2	  .	  
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Coulomb’s	  Law	  Coulomb’s Law
Typical charges that you would use in a 
Coulomb’s Law calculation would be on the 
order of !Coul.

Warning!!!! Coulomb’s Law only applies to point 
charges and spherically symmetric objects.

You cannot use Coulomb’s Law to, say, calculate 
the force from a charged floor on an electron.

Although you could try Coulomb’s Law for 
every single point charge in the floor 
separately and sum them together for the 
answer.
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Note:	  This	  is	  obviously	  our	  first	  indica6on	  that	  E&M	  is	  applied	  calculus!	  



Direc4on	  of	  Electric	  Force	  Coulomb’s Law
The direction of Coulomb’s Law is determined 
by the sign of the two charges involved.

If you have unlike 
charges then the force 
will be attractive along 
the line connecting the 
two charges.

If you have like charges 
then the force will be 
repulsive along the line 
connecting the two 
charges.
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Strength	  of	  Electric	  Force	  Coulomb’s Law
Note the similarities between Coulomb’s Law 
and Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation.

Both have a proportionality constant.

Both depend on the inverse square of the 
separation distance, r.

Both forces “act at a distance,” the objects 
do not need to be touching.

But because ke > G we say that the electric 
force is a stronger force.
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Solving	  Electric	  Force	  Problems	  

1.  Define	  a	  coordinate	  system	  
2.  Make	  a	  clear	  diagram	  of	  the	  situa4on	  
3.  List	  the	  quan44es	  known	  
4.  Calculate	  the	  magnitude	  of	  the	  force	  
5.  Determine	  the	  direc4on	  based	  on:	  
– Opposites	  a`ract	  
– Like	  charges	  repel	  
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Superposi4on	  of	  forces	  

•  Recall	  from	  Mechanics	  that	  forces	  add	  
vectorially.	  

•  When	  mul4ple	  charges	  are	  in	  play,	  calculate	  
the	  force	  due	  to	  each	  charge,	  then	  add	  up	  the	  
force	  vectors.	  

•  Recall	  that	  vector	  addi4on	  takes	  into	  account	  
both	  magnitude	  and	  direc4on!	  
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Two	  Examples	  

3	  charges	  on	  a	  line	  -‐>	  1-‐dimensional	  problem	  
4	  charges	  in	  a	  square	  -‐>	  2-‐dimensional	  problem	  
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3	  charges	  in	  a	  line	  (I)	  Superposition
Example
Calculate the net electric force on the rightmost 
particle (q3) in the figure below due to the other 
two charges.

Answer
First, you must define a coordinate system.
Let’s say that the rightmost particle is located at 
x!=!0 and that the left direction is positive. 

0.30m 0.20m

q1=–3.0!C q2=+5.0!C q3=–4.0!C

+x
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3	  charges	  in	  a	  line	  (II)	  
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Superposition
Answer

Next, let’s list the quantities that we know:
q1!=!–3.0x10–6Coul
q2!=!+5.0x10–6Coul
q3!=!–4.0x10–6Coul
r23!=!0.20m
r13!=!0.50m

Let’s calculate each force separately.  First, let’s start 
the force between particles 2 and 3.



3	  charges	  in	  a	  line	  (III)	  
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Superposition
Answer

Next, let’s calculate the force between particles 1 and 3.

What about direction?
Since particles 2 and 3 are oppositely charged, 
they will be attractive => F23 is in +x direction.
Since particles 1 and 3 are like charged, they will 
be repulsive => F13 is in the –x direction.



3	  charges	  in	  a	  line	  (IV)	  
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Superposition
Answer

Next, we add the two forces (via superposition).

!Felec!=!F23!+!F13!=!4.5N!+!–0.43N!=!+4.1N

Where the positive sign indicates that the force 
points to the left (since we chose left as +).

The answer is the net electric force will have a 
magnitude of 4.1N and point to the left.

Note: The middle charge q2 in no way blocks the 
effect of q1.  If q2 did not exist q1 would still 
contribute the same amount.



4	  charges	  in	  a	  square	  (I)	  
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2-D Superposition
Example
Calculate the net electric force (direction and 
magnitude) on the upper left particle (q1) in the 
figure below due to the other three charges.

Answer
First, you must define a coordinate system.
Let’s choose up as the +y direction and to the 
right as the +x direction. 

1.0m

q1=+1.0!C

+x

1.0m

1.0m

1.0m

q2=+1.0!C q3=–1.0!C

q4=+1.0!C+y



4	  charges	  in	  a	  square	  (II)	  
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Superposition
Answer

Next, let’s list the quantities that we know:
q1!=!q2!=!q4!=!+1.0x10–6Coul
q3!=!–1.0x10–6Coul
r12!=!r14 =!1.0m

1.0

1.0
r13!=!1.4m

Let’s calculate each force separately.  First, let’s start with 
the force between particles 1 and 2 (note: 1 and 4 have 
the same values).

45o



4	  charges	  in	  a	  square	  (III)	  
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Superposition
Answer

Next, let’s calculate the force between particles 1 and 3.

We have the magnitudes, now we need to find the 
directions for all three forces.

What direction will F12 point?

It is repulsive, so in the +y direction.

What direction will F14 point?

It is also repulsive, so in the –x direction.



4	  charges	  in	  a	  square	  (III)	  
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Superposition
Answer

What direction will F13 point?

It is attractive, so 45o below the +x axis.

In order to combine these forces we should break them 
up into components (F12 and F14 already done).

F13

F13,x

F13,y
45o

F13 will have a component of 3.2x10–3N in the +x direction 
and a component of 3.2x10–3N in the -y direction.



4	  charges	  in	  a	  square	  (III)	  
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Superposition
Answer

Next, we should combine like components to find the net 
electric force in the x and y directions:

!Fx!=!F13,x!+!F14,x = 3.2x10–3N!–!9.0x10–3N!=!–5.8x10–3N

!Fy!=!F13,y!+!F12,y = –3.2x10–3N!+!9.0x10–3N!=!+5.8x10–3N

"

We would like the direction and magnitude.

!Fy

!Fx

!F

<- above 
–x!axis



For	  Next	  Time	  (FNT)	  

•  Read	  chapter	  19	  
•  Start	  working	  on	  the	  homework	  for	  chapter	  19.	  
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